




















































































































































13 Security Functions
This Chapter contains the information about the

. Presets-only mode adjustment

. Levelier adjustment

. Resetting the < LOCK > and < LOCK CODE>

13.1 "Presets Only Mode" Adjustment
Press numeric key "5" of the keypad for one second until the display shows:

D I Pro I OnLY I OFF I D D
Use the < Q-FACTOR > < UP> and < DOWN> keys to switch the presets only function
on or off as desired. However t to do this, you must also press both EQ IN/OUT keys at the
same time as you press one of the < Q-FACTOR > keys. Press < STORE> to preserve
any alternation or press < RECALL > to quit.. For a detailed description of the presets
only mode, see paragraph 7.2.

13.2 Levelier
Press numeric key "6" ot the keypad tor one second until the display shows:

The levelier ranges trom 0 dBm to + 15 dBm in steps of 1 dBm. In the OFF position, the

levelier does not function. The other positions show the output voltage at which the

levelier will start working. When setting the function, the < OUTPUT LEVEL> display will

flash to indicate that the levelier is active. Detailed information about the functioning of

the levelier can be found in paragraph 7.3.
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Use the < Q-FACTOR> < UP> and < DOWN> keys to set the levelier as desired.
However I to do this, you must also press bath EQ IN/OUT keys at the same time as you
press one of the < Q-FACTOR > keys. Press < STORE> to preserve any alternation or
press < RECALL> to quito

13.3 Resetting the < LOCK > and < LOCKCODE >

If your PPE 2410 is "Iocked", and you forgot the locking code, don't despair! Switch the

unit oft. Press keys 4 and 7 simultaneously, while switching your PPE on again. The PPE

is ncw unlocked and the locking code set to the default value "1 ".

To unlock the "levelier" lock follow the above procedure but with keys 5 and 6 of the

keypad
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